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soon after sonic team's new venture had gotten off the ground, they discovered something shocking:
sonic was simply not ready for a new generation. for years, the series' mascot had been a playable
character in both arcades and handhelds - never breaking ground on anything truly new. many of
the games were based on things they'd done before, and they could simply be ignored by sonic's
new fans, who already knew what they did. with sonic team presenting the sega dreamcast to the
world, they knew that they needed to do something extraordinary to represent the system. sonic

wouldn't be the only new character on the team - there would be other prominent sega characters to
accompany the series' mascot. sonic's longtime pal eggman, for instance, would need to come to an

agreement with the blue blur, as they would become good business partners. yoshi and the super
mario bros. would have to stick around, too - not to mention that there was going to be a breakout

hit on the new system, with mario & luigi: partners in time being developed for the system's launch.
these were the kinds of colorful characters sonic team needed to feature in order to justify the

system's existence. with those characters in mind, the first title to be announced would be a sonic
spin-off - a property called sonic adventure. the story took place on a planet called mobius, where

the population was subjected to an alien invasion, with sonic becoming involved as well. a handful of
games would be built for the system, with sonic adventure serving as the flagship title. reviews of
the title, however, would criticize the game for being too old-fashioned, the characters for being

childish, and the gaming elements for being less than exciting.
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apple's ilife '04 is a powerful software suite for mac users that includes imovie, idvd, iphoto, and
iweb, among others. the software suite includes a variety of features, but lets you edit and sync
photos, organize, edit, and record videos, design graphics and animations, and create electronic

documents. users can create photo slideshows, burn dvds, and publish them to the internet via iweb.
apple's ilife '04 is a powerful editing suite that allows users to record, edit and publish all of their own
movies, photos, music, and other media. bluecurve's brilliance dvd author is a cross-platform tool for

creating dvd movies and burning them on dvd. the software allows you to burn multimedia files to
dvd including videos, images, and music, as well as dvd video menus. the program has other
features including creating a slideshow with a dvd menu, burning subtitles for videos, burning

mixtapes, dvd menus, and more. the application offers both mac and windows os support. brilliance
dvd author also integrates into apple's idvd application. the software requires no additional discs or
hardware beyond your computer's dvd drive. brilliance dvd author is a powerful dvd authoring tool
that offers advanced multimedia and dvd editing features. windows users can create amazing dvd
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movies with powerdvd 4.0. the software was first introduced at the e3 2006 show and will be
included in the upcoming version 5. although its title may have changed, this software is still fully
compatible with previous versions. this software is a powerful dvd authoring suite that offers dvd
editing features, making it an ideal solution for those who want to make their own dvd movies.
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